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OPTIMISE YOUR GRAMMAR | Standard6

Optimise B1

B1

Relative clauses
1  Choose the correct word. 
1 The Choco Café, which / that is near my house, 

serves really tasty smoothies.

2 I watched Jamie Oliver, who / – is a very famous 
cook, make a delicious salad.

3 The shop that / where I bought the microwave 
has closed down.

4 The girl which / – you introduced me to at your 
party was talking to the headmistress.

5 Mum was telling me of the time when / that 
there were no mobile phones.

6 That’s Gabriel Keen, the chef whose / who menu 
won the competition.

2  Complete the relative clauses with that, 
who, which, whose, where or no pronoun.

1 Did you see what happened to the Italian 
restaurant        we used to eat lunch?

2 The anchovies        we ate with the pizza 
didn’t taste good.

3 The Great British Bake Off,        is 
usually just called Bake Off, has become very 
popular in the UK.

4 This is the student        cake you liked so 
much.

5 The yoghurt        you bought last week 
has gone off.

6 Mary Berry,        is a famous British 
cook, is over 80 years old and still cooking!

Articles
3  Choose the correct alternative.
1 I think the / – / a potatoes were first discovered 

in Latin America.

2 Chocolate pie is one of a / the / – Queen’s 
favourite the / – / a puddings.

3 What do you think about – / the / a taste of this 
soup? Is it too salty?

4 Can you lend me a / an / the recipe for a / the / 
an Italian dish?

5 Did you follow a / the / – recipe step by step?

4  Find and correct the mistake in each 
sentence.

1 When I went to Thailand on a holiday, we tried 
lots of different fruit.       

2 The avocadoes are very popular in Mexico as a 
side dish or in a salad.       

3 I think a cake needs to cool down before we take 
it out of the tin.       

4 Let’s have a barbecue on Saturday, because a 
weather forecast is good.       

5 Tom is going to try to give up chocolate for an 
month.       

6 The doctor says you need to cut down on salty 
foods, so you can’t eat a ham.       

Unit round-up
5  Complete the conversation with the words 

in the box. There is one space which can be 
left blank and there is one word that you do 
not need.

a/an (× 3)   |   that   |   the (× 2) 
when   |   where   |   which   |   who

Jamie: So, how was dinner last night? You went 
to the new Italian restaurant, didn’t you?

Beatrice: We did. Mum, (1)        had been 
wanting to try it for ages, suggested it 
for her birthday dinner, so we thought it 
would be (2)        perfect place 
to go. 

Jamie: What’s it like?

Beatrice: It feels like you’re in Italy. There are 
lots of photos of Italian cities and 
(3)        souvenirs. We were in a 
room (4)        they’ve got a small 
gondola hanging from the ceiling.

Jamie: That sounds cool. So what did you eat?

Beatrice: We ordered (5)        mixture of 
starters to share, like garlic bread and 
tomato salad. Then I had spaghetti with 
pesto.

Jamie: Of course you did. You always have the 
same!

Beatrice: It’s my favourite! Mum had a chicken 
dish (6)        was tasty, and Dad 
tried the seafood pasta. But the best 
part was (7)        pudding. The 
birthday cake, (8)        we had 
ordered earlier, was delicious. It was  
(9)        chocolate cake with 
caramel cream in the middle. Mum was 
so surprised when she saw the cake! She 
didn’t think Dad was that organised. 

Jamie: Sounds like you had (10)        
excellent meal. 
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